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The evek increasing need to be ineobmed has caused an 
ever increasing volume of publications. The very quantity 
of these publications, however, makes it difficult to satis¬ 
fy the need, because it becomes more and more arduous 
to locate the literature pertinen; to any one subject; and 
because any one of us becomes more and more weary of 
having io much to read. Moreover, only a small minority 
of these publications may help satisfy the need, because 
an overwhelming majority is void of content. 

Consequently, it is imperative to present -o the public 
only manuscripts which do carry new information without 
undue verbiage; hoping to be judged not by the number 
of published pages but by their quality. In particular, 
papers in the field of Applied Mathematics ought to be 
published only if they contain one or more of the follow¬ 
ing items: new basic results, new methods, new applicat¬ 
ions, new numerical results, new presentation of difficult 
and imporunt topics, up-to-date bibliographies; and if 
the number of their pages is not dictated by the desire of 
imposing upon the superficial reader. 

To discharge our contractual obligations, we publish 
Technical or Scientific Reports, such as the one you now 
have in your hands. It has been our consunt policy to 
see to it, that they satisfy the above strict criterion. 

PARKE MATHEMATICAL LABORATORIES, Inc. 

bedford road, Carlisle, massachusetts 
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Abstract 

Weston's toroidal wave functions are shown to be 

interpretable as the field resulting from familiar spherical 

sources distributed on a ring. For the case of acoustic 

sources the physical interpretation is extended to show how 

particular wave functions are associated with certain 

motions of a ring. 
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1.0 Intrcxluction 

1 2 In previous publications ' the toroidal wave functions derived by 

Weston, ^ following his development of a method for solving the 

Helmholtz equation in nonsepar^ble, rotational coordinate systems,'* 

Weston, 

have been applied to the problem of the acoustic radiation from a thin 

torus as a first approximation to the more general problem of the 

sound field of the free-flooding ring transducer. The purpose of this 

report is to examine the structures of Weston's toroidal wave functions 

and to interpret these structures in terms which will facilitate appli¬ 

cation of the wave functions to physical problems. 

2.0 Toroidal Wave Function Integral Representations - Review 

The toroidal coordinates ( a, n^ ¢) are related to the Cartesian 

coordinates O, ) by 

(la) 

(lb) 

(1c) 
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in which f is the usual azimuthal angle, the surfaces -S = constant 

are tori centered on the origin and the surfaces \ * constant are 

spheres centered on the Z -axis; these are pictured in Figure 1 for 

the half-plane 4 * 90°. In this system 5 = •*» is a ring of radius 

cJ lying in the plane, 3*1 consists of the 2 -axis and a 

surface at infinity and o® > 3 > / are intermediate tori; Jf 

ranges from 0 to ZTT and measures location around the s * constant 

tori. 

■3 
Weston has shown that solutions of the Helmholtz equation which 

are single-valued and continuous outside a torus and which satisfy the 

Sommerfeld radiation condition have the form 

*** i/*1 / \ (2a) 

and 

U/ (si,) (2b) 

in which b» - o, t I, £ 3,..., Jw/ and 2,... and where 

is an even function of and is an 

odd function of . These wave functions were defined in terms of the 

auxiliary functions and T^Cs^) by the relations 

V U-) S_H i (s,t ) (3a) 

and 

M M _M , » 
VI +1(-) T.h.1 ^^) 

2 - 

(3b) 
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Figure 1 

Toroidal Coordinates, showing the Intersection of S ■ constant and 

*1 * constant surfaces with the half-plane ^ * 90°* 

- 3 - 
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v/here the auxiliary functions are given explicitly by the series 

representations 

M U V X ^ f ^ / M-H \ -M-V 
Cs,n)« Crt 2 2 0. [ I 4( a- 

r«» 1 T « r X 

and 

m V c« a;n 7 7 >,**«*• \ /*-Hn\ -*-* 
'T'h ¿V'Cm-cm*)*- ¿ ^ 1 iîjii U) 

(4b) 

in which (*»)*, is the Pochhairaner notation for PCtnMiJ/fi u) , f*) 

is the associated Legendre function and 

m r(NeAi«>/)Tr 

c" * PC"-*«-/) ’ 
(5a) 

and 

,r/x 

%' <* P) r I (,. c.M) » (5l>) 

where ^ is the wave number * / A , 

Then, by substituting the following integral representation for 

the associated Legendre function 

p>)= 
r* J ir^rcMJ J 

jt (6) 

fie m < ‘/x. 

- 4 - 
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into (4a) and (4b), Weston showed in the same paper after some straight- 

forward but tedious manipulation, that the auxiliary functions fs,n) 

and Trt (s,J() could be given explicitly in terms of the integral 

representations 

(7a) 

5>,t) 
(-*) re****,) 

S.t-IT,—; (»tfji 

and 

(7b) 

M rC*+*iH )*>>*! 
;***;*k/x)ïTCs;,*) 

* N 

in which if' C*,' ii a; ^ ) is the usual hypergeometric function, 

Cx) is the spherical Bessel function of order H and where 
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r s* (tL- f)“'*’ cot c 
L S- C« ^ (8b) 

Hence, since the spherical Hankel function of the first kind h“*(X) 

is given by 

4O 

C(x) 5 (9) 

then the substitution of (7a) into (3a) with N.At+M and the substi¬ 

tution of (7b) into (3b) with led directly to the 

following integral representations of the toroidal wave functions 

Cs‘ * } and U <•1 ) : 

(10a) 

Ls‘*-)= r(UM) M*£* 

and 

(10b) 

M 
W (*f), Um+*4+i)( J/m * 
Hflln /l ^ —-rr—r-»■ 

<zM(jjH)Tr(i rñXs'-o"* ^,K*M; ^ 

- 6 - 
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In a subsequent paper^ Weston employed the following integral 

representation for the associated Legendre function 

ir 

Pv C?) XTT r(t>+0 
e - r. + c»*-,)'*«.,*] jt â 

-V 

M > O (ID 

in place of (6) and - with only brief hints as to the course of what 

mus t have been a circuital and tedious analysis - stated that the 

auxiliary function S* _ could be written as 

(12) 
** 

M l. ti—- ^ l-> (i'° 
.M 

in which f ) has the Integral representation 

**• 

0* f iMt * 
~ir 

(13) 

and where 

• I s + c*** 1 '/x 
S-cik J , (14a) 

as in (8b) and 

2* U'W-') * + 5- _ 

¿ (j.- )',x [s ■bCsh.iy^ Cost] 'll 
(14b) 

* See Appendix A for an a posteriori justification of Weston's 
development of (I5) and (16) as an example of part of this analysis. 

** Note that the roles of rand in (4a) have been interchanged in (12). 

- 7 - 
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I 
Similarly, Weston stated that 5 (a * ) could be written as 

W''>- STümlr w tl5> 

»A< . 
in which ^ has the integral representation 

IT 

«/,%<()- /«‘"‘¿-‘¿Mji. (16) 

A4 
Consequently, the original toroidal wave functions V (s m ) were i9 

A1 
decomposed into the new set Af^ ($¢) by means of the relationship 

/ i , A 4; (^ 
(17^ 

M V 
where ¿T^ Cs,\) is defined by 

A/ 
^ ( t ) 5 ^ ^ ^ cY- )£<L/ (18) 

v+iich leads, upon substituting (13) and (16) into (18), to the following 

integral representation 

/T*u,i). Je'"*J*h'^Cr.) Jé. (19) 

1. 
In like manner, the toroidal wave functions W . Í* * .) 

Mtiíé-í ' were 
n r » 

decomposed into the new set by means of the relationship 

- 8 - 
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(20) 

where has the integral representation 

T 

(21) 

The remaining sections of this report will examine the structures 

of (10a) and (10b), the integral representations of Weston's first wave 

functions, and of (I9) and (21), the integral representations of his 

second wave functions, following soue essential geonetric interpre¬ 

tations . 

3.0 Geometric Interpretations of the Arguments and 

As in Figure 1, place the S«oo ring of radius^ in the %-y. 

plane and next consider two points: a field point which is arbitrarily 

placed in the X- Z plane at a distance 1? from the coordinate origin 

and a source point on the ring located azlmuthally by the angle T* as 

shown in Figure 2. If the source point - field point separation is 

denoted by the vector ¿L , then the ^ ^ and Z components of A are given 

iirmediately, using the toroidal coordinates of (1), by 

(22a) 

(22b) 

- 9 - 
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anc1 
A s< 

a. 
*x 

2 S-c+m 

from which is readily calculated to be 

(22c) 

tí r coj r 7 
l«.l ■ 2 * J 1 s_ usj¿ J 

•U 

(23) 

By making the substitution “CwJT-t - thereby locating the source 

point by the anglet with respect to the negative £-axis - (23) 

becomes 

tl r sí- co» * 77l 
\c. \ * Z x J L s- cój ^ J j (24) 

- 10 
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which when substituted into either (8b) or (lAa), leads directly to the 

identification 

(25) 

Thus X , the argument of the spherical Hankel functions in both sets of 

toroidal wave functions, is the product of the wave number A and the 

field point - source point separation. Next construct a local, right- 

handed coordinate system (2') at the source point such that u' 

is tangent to the ring, z is perpendicular to the plane of the ring, 

and % is directed radially inward as shown in Figure 2. The direction 

cosines of £. in this local system, which has been rotated by TrVr* 

¿TT-t with respect to the (¾ ÿ, O system, are given by the 

relation 

f cost 

0 

or, in component form, 

4*^ i 
Ok , = —L Cot t 

* IO.I 

s»nt 

Cost 

0 

H 
10.1 

tin t , 

Vid \ 

‘»/..i , 

Vl*l / 

(26) 

(27a) 

and 

°v 
-I! si»t 
(Cl 

l3L cost , 
lei 

» 

(27b) 

(27c) 

which become, upon substituting (22) and (24) and combining terms, 

<5!/)^* Cost * Cs-Co**,) 

11 - 
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3>wt__ 

“ Z''* (s- con)'u [ s + C^-iy1' CO*t J (28b) 

and 

ilH % 

^1' “ Z''*- (s- cos^) ^ Ts *■ (si/)''* cost] '/* (28c) 

#3 '/a . Z » , 

Cor.iparison of (8b) and (28b) leads Immediately to the identification 

(29) 

or, that 2 * whose square is the argument of the hypergeometric 

function in the first toroidal wave function set, is the cosine of the 

angle between the source point-field point line and the tangent to the 

ring at the source point. 

Finally, it is noted that ^ of (Ik) may be written as 

incest + » 1 Ci-^ L J'»* 

z'h (s~ cost I** (scs*e]'/M 
(30) 

or, employing (28a) and (28b), as 

} * oi*, i- L 4^1 . 

Hence, if a local, spherical coordinate system 0* is employed with 

(31) 

=■ 3th & Cos 4 t (32a) 

'4 

and 

3<^i • oihb' sihf' • % *, (32b) 

(32c) 

12 - 
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then (jl) becomes 

y =. si « ' Co^ <p' + i Sih é' Jih +1 

or 

L + 

(33) 

W y « s¡n e e 

With these geometric interpretations in hand, the structure of 

Weston's integral representations will now be examined. 

4.0 The Structure of Weston's First Set of Toroidal Wave Functions 

M . 
4.1 Interpretation of V for O - In the course of 

calculating the acoustic radiation from a torus vibrating in an axially 

symmetric mode, V . f*. was observed to transform such that 

it could be interpreted "as an integral over a continuous distribution 

* 
of spherical wave sources of order JtX. on a ring" ($*•«). 

This transformation is readily effected by setting ^«0 in 

(10a) so that 

0) 

v,’, (-,0- ^ j/M'k; ï ) C ex ) Ji (35) 

But since 
** 

h X r(st<M+'/+) c, » 

>=-7^73-- -^i ) > 
(36a) 

which reduces, upon setting and jas 0 , to 

* Ref. 2, p.8. 

** See Ref. 6, p.216. 

- 13 - 
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PaCi)3 ^ (u)l F C-Jt'U/i - '/i. ¿0 
ixtU\Y * 

(36b) 

then (35) becomes 

(37a) 

In which, as has been demonstrated in the previous section, the 

'lx argument 2*2 is the cosine of the angle between the source point- 

field point line and the tangent to the 5= o® ring at the source 

point, and the argument X is the product of the wave number 3$ and 

the source point-field point distance. Hence, the arguments of the 

Legendre function and spherical Hankel function in (37a) are physically 

reasonable for spherical waves emanating from the source point. Since 

the integrand is even in t , 

at 

V- [?'(*)£'(x)jt u ‘■M ' * z-rcu)! J * ** (37b) 

which led directly to the interpretation cited in Ref. 2 

4.2 Interpretation of V (*, k) for Mm I - Similarly, by 
*HjI 

setting M« I in (10a) so that 

* It should be noted in passing that Í «Sind sí» leads 
naturally to the value of 2 ~ si»1 ^ sí»*¿ , the far field approxi¬ 
mation for 2 given in (7*3) of Ref. 3- In this approximation ^ is 
parallel to X from which follows 0'—> ® and t. 

- 14 - 
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V' («, <)-(-) (38) 
U.+I Tr (U)! 

and noting that 

(39a) 

p* (0, 2 F (-,, V,; I *) 
TT ‘lx P(si-i) M + lSi-l 

which reduces, upon setting and ^«co to 

(/!)' 

then (38) becomes, since again the integrand is even in Í , 

v' . . (-/+' 1**+' (tu)! I ! f • i 0) r . 
V (s,^) m - / ¿tut r Ct)n CX)<Jf 
**+' ITT (tl)f 4 UH UH 

XT 

(39b) 

(40) 

which leads to the interpretation of V C-*, as an integral over 

the s« 0« ring of a continuous distribution of spherical wave sources 

of order Z.Jt+1 with strengths "modulated" by the factor siti i". 

The presence of this "modulation factor" Sin t is an essential 

feature of which describes only the dependence of 

£ ¿4 1 
the total toroidal wave function C ^^■ ^or there is to 

be a ^ -dependent field produced by the spherical sources distributed 

over the ring, then this ^ -dependence must derive from a similar 

^-dependence (or, equivalently, a -dependence) of the source strengths 

themselves. Hence, in the axially symmetric case of (37b) where 

* Ref. 6, p.216 

- 15 - 
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IVM I • W = o; no modulation factor is required since is 

fact the total wave function; in the case at hand, however, where 

the modulation factor is necessary. 

M 
4.1 Structure of W C ) for Mg a,/ - Now, by setting 

M*rO in (10b) so that 
(41) 

O 

and setting SaJ and / in (36a) which reduces to 

_ - iÍtttf (" **), (^) */+/ Z ÇA!) p- w- 

then (41) becomes, since the integrand is even in t, 

Wi/+/( S’t = i y / i C/- »«J Vl ti'-»)"* sint 

(43) 

Similarly, by setting Ms/ in (10b) so that 

(44) 

a/+/;/ ua-o‘/i ' ir 3/z; ¾)^U)</é 

and setting and ^ = / in (39a) which reduces to 

Cl). d'1 SMi**-,^ *'). (^) 

tlien 
(46) 

r . vit/ 
. , f-/ ¿ 

V 
U*i 

“71 / U-i*)'1 UH (s-,} *•** 
IT (2ÂH)! 

- 16 - 
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However, the relations for 2 and Cat 6' in (28b) and (28c) show 

that 

(^7) 

with which (43) and (46) become 

'/ 
and 

(48b) 

0 

As will be demonstrated presently, these wave functions, despite 

the structurai similarities between W# (su) and \j' Ct k ) on 

the one hand and V . (i. n) and \j' ( t 1, ) on the other, cannot be 
2€ 1 Lt+i • ^ * 

simply interpreted as an integral over a continuous distribution of 

spherical wave sources except in the special case 0 . This break¬ 

down in interpretation is caused primarily by the presence of two 

distinct-and reasonable-coordinate systems in the Integral representa¬ 

tions . 

The first of these systems is based on the identification of the 

argument of the Legendre Functions in (48) - as well as in (37b) and 

(40) - with the cosine of the angle between the tangent to the ring at 

the source point and the source point-field point separation. Hence a 

reasonable orientation of the local coordinate system would place the 

- IT - 

Ht 
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local polar axis along this tangent, the local /■ -axis perpendicular to 

the plane of the ring and the local V -axis radially inwards, so as to 

complete the right handed specification, thus identifying t with the 

cosine of the polar angle in this locai system. The second local 

coordinate system is based on the identification of the angle 0 in 

the factor of (48) as tb- -volar angle in a system - the one 

described after (25) - with the local 2-axis perpendicular to the plane 

of the ring (and thus parallel to the "master" 2 -axis), the local 

£-axis directed radially inward and the local ij.-axis tangent to the 

ring. That this coordinate system is also reasonable can be seen from 

the following interpretable Z-e> specializations of (48a) and (48b). 

By setting £*<> in (48a) and noting that P'fe)* Cl-**) * then 

(48a) becomes 

XT 

or, since P, & 

Similarly, by setting in (48b) and noting that PMC*)m ilCl-i*) , 

then (48b) becomes, upon substituting ï- *•* à J/» * from (32b), 

* Note that this coordinate system (local polar axis tangent to the 
ring etc.) behaves strangely in the d-* o limiting process. For 
all of the source point local polar axes, which are tangentially 
oriented around the ring, must be re-oriented perpendicular to the 
ring plane in order to coalesce into the "master" 2 -axis in the 

limit. 

- 18 - 
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Vm> 

x-r 

ain <p' C3 si» fi1 coiO ')hc\x) (50a) 

or, 

r'CcoxO')] jé. (50b) 

Since aih + ‘ pj (co* 6’) is the part of the (unnormalized) complex 

spherical harmonic which is odd in t, and since the even part will 

integrate to zero, (50b) can be written 

x-r 

y'cs,*)*-^- Js¡f,t Yt (*;+') l>(,)(x)Jt. (50c) 

Consequently, it is seen that each of the extreme specializations 

W, C », and (i'll) can be interpreted as an integral over the 

£ ■ »o ring of a continuous distribution of modulated spherical wave 

sources (whose arguments are referred to the (&', +') spherical 

coordinate system). 

It should be noted at this point, for completeness, that the 

V-functions of (3?b) and (l+O) can also be recast, in terms of the 

(i*, ^') coordinate system for this extreme specialization. For, by 

setting 0 in these two relations and observing that (t) « /• 

C C*x 6' ) in (37b) and P* (*) * I s 3¡»+ ' *•» 6' • P/faxd') 

= Y.Cd', «*'), then 

(51a) 

- 19 - 
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and 

iTT 

V (s,*t ^ Í" Sint Y,(6\4>')h, <J~£ j (5lb) 
' -»vi 

respectively; these are, of course, interpreted in exactly the same 

manner as W, £s *) and W, Cs,*). 

In view of this modest success in interpreting the •£•<>, M* o, I 

W-functions (and the jPmC, M«0, / V -functions) after having trans¬ 

formed in effect, the arguments of the Legendre functions from a 

coordinate system in which the polar angle is referenced to the ring 

tangent to the (ô] 41) coordinate system, an attempt was made to effect 

this transformation directly in (48) by employing the general trans 

* 
formation formula for spherical harmonics. This attempt did not leu- 

to useful results, for it became apparent in the course of chis 

analysis that, except for the special JÍ • 0 cases already discussed, 

the presence of the factor (l-2'J prevented the complete interpre- 

tation of the integrands. Consequently, no further effort was 

expended on the W -functions. 

M 
4.4 Structure of \/ C «. n-I for M Arbitrary - If M ■+ ot I 

MtlZ 
in (10a), the conditions necessary for the reduction of the hyper¬ 

geometric function to a Legendre function are not present. This 

follows from the following: whenever Gauss' hypergeometric series 

admits of a quadratic transformation, the hypergeometric equation 

* Ref. 7, p.17* 

** Since <. I-is not present in V^Cs.k) and ) their 
integrand:, can be transformed entirely into the (4',+• ) system; 
this was not done because a satisfying interpretation based on 
structural simplicity was already in hand. 
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reduces to Legendre's Equation; and, considering the hypergeometric 

function «■; »),that the necessary and sufficient conditions 

for the existence of a quadratic transformation are that any two of the 

numbers t O-c^ and tieu+L-c) must be equal or any one must 

-N"* 
equal 1/2; and that examination of the hypergeometric function 

^ (-Jt, L+ ¡A* '/«. ; '/*.# Mj Jl) of (and also, incidentally, 

of the hypergeometric function ^Ft (■-£, Jt+ W + *!*■•, I\*^¡ of 

WM Cs w) ) shows that only M^o and Afc/ satisfy these condi- 

tions. However, although it was recognized that a manipulation of the 

integrand of V * ( »1 ) would not lead to a "simple" Legendre 

function, it was hoped that the result might be interpretable (in either 

coordinate system). That this hope was unrealistic is demonstrated by 

the following analysis, which is included for completeness. 

^ ^ 

Using the relation 

Cc)- f, 
/, (c>; CC-a.)m(c-h)H U‘ ; W* 

(52a) 

« fcZ-'Ä) 4^C*A;C;2)i 

which becomes, upon substituting <L«-jlt + 4. t c* ^/¾. , and 

v\ = 

(52b) 

r(i*jL)r(-Á.*)r(\*M) 

tF, '1*; r(i*i+M)r(-jt)r(i) Ji 
Üiï] 

* Ref. 8, p.l2l 
** Ibid, p.64 
*■** Ibid, p.102 
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and (36a) which, upon substituting M and becomes, 

¿ Tr'U r(lH)_ * 
¿ F, (-AM+ ‘^¡ '/*; 2*■)• (-) x^o-i^rutm*‘U) ^ 

then (10a) can be written, after some tedious, but straightforward, 

manipulation of the P -functions, as 

(-) 2 jL! (*+*)! 

TT (iZ + 2 M) I 
JOiMt p- 

n*i£ J >»*£ 

(53) 

(X) Jé 

the integrand of which can be transformed in two steps. 
* 

First, since 

£(l- 9') *■ P*(*)jm _(w-h1+i 

•L:1 r n»-# 

p. ft) 

(54a) 

then it follows, after r-/ differentiations that 

(*-»+*)! (»+*)! /, .V) T 
( >wm)! (nf->H-r ) * ^ 

(54b) 

Xt-Y . 

f. (*>> 

and second, since 

Crtf-i)! i 

(r-f-i)ff,/ ft 

(55) 

jtr+ 

* Ref. 9, p.1326 
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then, for M > o, 

(56) 

M 
P C*^ 
**U 

Mj‘ C «-"-+)!(*rU-f.)!i ,*•)v‘^ 

JM (&)! ¡.a J *u • 

Hence, (53) becomes, since the integrand is even in t, 

(57) 

(24)! nr 

' /1". f;' J Saut -)*'* t1¿. (H-uf)! L t J rma J mit 
i [f 

Here again, the presence of the factor CI- apparently prevents 

any further useful transformation of the integrand and, hence, an 

interpretation of the general V -function in terms of spherical wave 

functions. 

5.0 The Structure of Weston's Second Set cf Toroidal Wave Functions. 

M . 
5.1 Interpretation of /r* (*, *tj - As (14) indicates, the 

(*,k) can be written as a linear combination of the new wave 

M 
functions /IT^ £^¾) in the form 
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J V I 4 
M . f-) A /M 

srfAxVU'l)" “r ^ fl'1 (58) 

where 

/-- -?- (59) 

and where, following (19) 

H [¿»tj (,) 
*rt Ci^)« 3 A, Cx)jé. 

A ' -7T ' <* 
(60) 

Thus, for example, Cs,* ,) becomes, for / 

vr 
\i*, \ / r i <o,,., /c A. (*)Jf 

~TT 

(6la ) 

and, for 

VM Cs Jr )- - — ^t2)- 

ir (61b) 

i ***/<,j/ in r ‘**f .(»),.. ’e A# - *7"y« 3 A, (x)«/f 

If the relation for£, given by ( 34 ) is employed then (60) 

becomes 

*)* je**e‘( s/«6’/ ^(x) c/^-. 
-V 

(62a) 
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P LJt+'jt 
But since (apart from multiplicative factors), ^ (s¡h6 ) ^ (cs*ô J 

Oj Y* Cè\ <p')J then (62a) is seen to be of the form 

AT 
X* 

IT 

~ /e </W< YJ(6\ *' > ^4 (* ) M / (62b) 

which is readily interpreted as an integral over the »*•« ring of a 

continuous distribution of spherical wave sources (whose arguments are 

referred to the coordinate system) of order / and degree yß 

modulated by e . Since the C », n. ) can all be interpreted in 

this way, it is clear now that, although cannot 

generally be interpreted as a single integral over a distribution of 

spherical wave sources, it can be interpreted as a sum of such integrals, 

* , y. 

‘;.2 Interpretation of ^ (H. ) - Similarly, if one inserts 

into (21) the relation for y , given by ( 34 ) and observes, using (24) 

and (25) and (28c), that 

Si UL 
Cos 6 (63) 

then 

Je** eUy ^7 C M Jt. 

y ¿£+' M'S *'/ 
But since (apart from multiplcative factors), ß Co* 0 

tM‘/(<*>•)- yj>; ¢) then (64a) is seen to be of the form 
Jtiti f 

* -V 

(64a) 

(64b) 
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which is interpreted as an integral over the ring of a continuous 

distribution of spherical wave sources (whose arguments are referred to 

the coordinate system) of order £+> and degree ¿modulated 

by etM* Thus the /1~* ( », ) and the a**C^ can a11 be 

interpreted in terms of spherical waves. 

A curious feature of the second set of wave functions appears when 

they are ordered as shown in Table 1 following the usual ordering of 

the complex spherical harmonic + \ Table 1 uses the notation 

tt 

r’(»:*■> i*)-¡t, -£tm', (65) 

such that 

m e 
/tfji Cs^) ^ m t (66a) 

and 
(s-n(*'k > ‘ 

(66b) 

but the other T are not included in Weston's set of wave functions 
A., Ã4 

In the light of the spherical wave interpretation the ^ functions 

for ï*' ¿ ¿or J-1 appear to be legitimate toroidal wave functions of 

M M 
the same general character as the aT^ and A*"¿ . Weston has shown 

that for large Sf and /uT^ become proportional to Cos and 

M M 
C/W (^Ai )ij f respectively. Thus the AT^ and functions form 

a complete set on the surface of a sufficiently thin torus. The 

question of completeness under more general conditions is still under 

investigation. 
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Table 1 

Ordering of /1/^ (s( n J and aat^ for £ -= 0,1,2,3. 

T/“- 

y.* 
« 

*: 

V 

t,~L 

V.M 
M 

«■r 

c 
y" a. 
V'J 

t;:~ 
T-' 
a.,M 

t;.~ 
T ' a,« 
T* 

y;‘ 

y,1 

y," 

y; 

y; 
y; 

y; 

T~* 

r“*- 

Tml 
3,M 

t:.~ 

Ti,» 

Ti.~ 
* 

A*r » 
M 
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6.0 Identification of the Ring Motions Associated with the 

Toroidal Wave Functions 

It has been found in (62b) and (64b) that each member of Weston's 

second set of toroidal wave functions can be interpreted as an integral 

over the Smoc ring of a continuous, modulated distribution of 

spherical wave sources. Thus each wave function represents the field 

produced by spherical sources of given order distributed around a ring. 

In acoustic applications each source can be considered a small sphere 

undergoing a specific motion, and in some cases such moving spheres on 

a ring can be associated with easily visualizable motions of a thin, 

solid, elastic torus. 

For example, the lowest order wave function, 

ir 

< (*,*.)= fe lMt) (67a) 
-TT 

represents the ( ) dependence of the sound field radiated by pulsa¬ 

ting spheres (monopoles) on a ring with their strengths modulated by 

The unmodulated case, 

T 

^ <*,*)* ijr (67b) 

which gives the sound field radiated by a ring of spheres each pulsa¬ 

ting with the same amplitude, also gives the sound field radiated by a 

uniformly pulsating thin torus. 

The toroidal wave functions related to first order spherical 

harmonics are the easiest to associate with motions of a torus because 
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they include the rigid body motions. Thus the function 

f; Co.»') M*) Jt i68** 

represents the [ 3,\ ) dependence of the sound field radiated by a ring 

of oscillating spheres (dipoles) with their vibration axes perpendicu¬ 

lar to the plane of the ring. When the whole ring vibrates vertically 

as shown in Fig. 3a (rigid body translation along Z -axis) the sound 

field it produces is given by (68a) with <J. 

For »A«l (68a) gives 
IT 

^'(ä.n). / (68b) 

The part of (68b) involving Sint vanishes because the integrand is an 

odd function of t . The other part gives the ( ) dependence of the 

sound field which results when the vertical motion of the ring is 

modulated by cost, in other words when the ring wobbles about the 

^-axis as shown in Fig. 3b (rotation about -axis). Note that in 

this case the appropriate <p dependence of the field is C»a f , and the 

total wave function is Cos 4 ^similar motion in which 

the ring wobbles about the ^-axis (rotation ebout £-axis) produces 

the wave function sih# (¾¾) « Thus the function is, in 

one case, the field in the X-¿ plane, while, in another case it is 

the field in the plane. However, for the present discussion the 

functions must be regarded as the field in the Jt-Z plane, since X , 

^ and were previously interpreted for a field point in the "JC — Z 

plane and for t measured from the negative £-axis (see Fig. 2). This 
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(c) Uniform radial stretching —/tT 

Figure 3 

Ring Motions Associated with 

the Toroidal Wave Functions 

which are Related to First 

Order Spherical Wave Functions 
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(d) Rotation about Z-axis (non-radiating) — 
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is no loss of generality, but it is part of the structure of the wave 

functions which affects the details of their physical interpretation. 

For example, the vanishing of the part of (68b) involving «'»‘fr can be 

understood physically, since the si* f modulation corresponds to a ring 

wobbling about the X-axis which produces zero sound field in the X-Z 

M 
plane. Note also that Cs, vanishes in the plane for all 

M , because it is an odd function of ^ . 

The next wave function in this group, 

■r 

/vr" ) (<o* 4' ) hCx) Jt 

(69a) 

* J sind' coj + ¿ J c1**sin &' sih+'h ti) Jé^ 
~TT -T 

is the field radiated by other ring motions made up from oscillating 

spheres with thair vibration axes in the plane of the ring. The first 

term in (69a) corresponds to vibration axes in the radial direction, 

since Sin'O ca&<p is the cosine of the angle measured from the x' 

axis in Fig. 2. For MsO, this is a uniform stretching motion as 

illustrated in Fig. 3c. The second term in (69a) is associated with 

vibration axes tangent to the ring, and, for M * 0, this corresponds 

to a rotational vibration of the ring in its own plane as depicted in 

Fig. 3d (rotation about Z -axis). This latter motion has no velocity 

component normal to the ring, and therefore it radiates no sound. Con¬ 

sistent with no radiation, the second integral in (69a) vanishes for 

0 , because of its odd integrand. Note that 
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is associated with a ring motion which produces zero sound field every¬ 

where, while the vanishing integral from (68b), 

is associated with a ring motion which produces zero sound field in the 

X- 2 plane. 

For Ms l, (69a) gives, omitting the terms which integrate to 

zero, 

-r 
smd Cos 

This expression represents a distribu ^on of spheres some of vhich are 

oscillating radially, modulated by Cost, while the others are oscilla¬ 

ting tangentially, modulated by — *»nt ; it is associated with a non- 

rigid motion of the ring. 

The remaining wave function in the second group of Table 1 is 

(70a) 

For M« 0 (70a) is associated with essentially the same ring motions 

as (69a). The only difference is that the terms which correspond to 

rotational vibration in the plane of the ring have opposite signs in 

the two cases. 
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However, for (70a) gives, again omitting the terms which 

integrate to zero, 

This expression, which differs from (69b) only in that both terms here 

have the same sign, can be interpreted with the help of Fig. 2 as 

follows: a point on the ring aft undergoes radial motion (positive 

inward) with amplitude Cost and simultaneously undergoes tangential 

motion (positive clockwise) with amplitude si» t . In the resultant 

motion every point of the ring moves parallel to the "axis with the 

same amplitude. Thus the whole ring vibrates in its own plane parallel 

to the ^-axis as shown in Fig. 3e (translation along £-axis). 

This kind of rigid body motion, when parallel to the <j,-axis 

(translation along ^,-axis), is connected with the terms which vanished 

from (69b), because such motion produces zero sound field in the X-l 

plane. Similarly, the kind of motion given by (Ö9b) can be associated 

with the terms which vanished from (70b). However, if only (69b) were 

available the wave functions would include only one of these two kinds 

of motion. The translational motions associated with (69b) and (70b) 

complete the list of rigid body motions (three translations and three 

rotations). No attempt will be made to describe the motions associated 

with the higher order wave functions. 

The interpretation of the toroidal wave functions in terms of the 

ring motions which produce them is helpful in physical applications. 
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Earlier work on acoustic radiation from a thin torus1^ involved those 

wave functions of Weston's which are even in ^ for M«o . The motion 

of the thin torus which was specified as an approximate model for free- 

flooding ring transducers was a uniform pulsation coupled with the 

uniform radial stretching illustrated in Fig.jc. Application of these 

boundary conditions showed that only the functions for -^*0 and Z* ! 

were required for a thin torus. This result is clear in the light of 

the physical interpretation given here since the pulsation produces /»T*, 

* * 
while the radial stretching produces /1T( . 

7.0 Conclusions 

This study rf Weston's toroidal wave functions has led to an inter¬ 

pretation of the wave functions which is helpful in the analysis of 

physical problems. In addition the interpretation suggests the possi¬ 

bility that wave functions for other coordinate systems in which the 

Helmholtz equation does not separate could be constructed in a simple 

way. It would be imagined that spherical wave sources were distributed 

over the spatial singularities natural to the given coordinate system. 

The fields produced by these sources at a given field point would then 

be integrated, and the result would be an integral representation for a 

wave function in the given coordinate system. 
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Weston s first set of wave functions were used in references 1 and 2. 
However, V* is proportional to /fj and V® is a linear combination 
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Appendix A 

A Posteriori Justification of Weston's Second 

Integral Representation of 5M f» * ) 

If the integral representation of the Legendre function (11; and 

(5a) and (5b) are inserted into (4a), M is specialized to NU and 

the terms collected so as to correspond to the arrangement of (1 ). 

t*len becomes 

M CLe + J«V , , Z s*" 

(Al) 

TT pM+M 

-TT 

'-Je ] r £-J-> ■] -77— ^ 

which, since 

f¿\*- (j±>‘ r-ucsi^c..*] 

' » 7^1— ' 

can be written as 

**UCW* (M)l (~) jrm0 77 • (jj) ^ (s,i 

(A2) 

where 

7T (A3) 

A.)- fe-ri^:7VV 0,,-,)/ 
- IT 
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Hie first step in verifying the Weston development consists in 

jÉ-y successive applications of the operator ( xã* ) on the series 

Z*-f l 1 (Í) 

*- r-• V» ^ • r (A* * > * u ^ 

to yield 

IT^ 

(A4) 

(A5) 

z'£;z 
O (£+11+/,)1 ru+H+p *■*)*■+*) 1° 

y 
-7-=(4) z VxJa) / 

But, if ß s jti Mt then (A4) can be n Titten as 

(A6) 

<s r7^r^j(-r(4r rn""<-)"(»- 1 
Z m\i/ ¢.. z /»r. ß! r(ft+*/t+j) J 

00 4 r A Í-) (4) ,/. . fx f X ^I/*^ 

so that (AÍ?) can be written as 
(A?) 

v(* ri. f kfw" V ^ - —U 1 
Z=u; i \*a*) i 2 ¿to a.1 n>^*oJ 

For the case (A?) becomes immediately 

7'*.<» ^xri>a(i)lA 
rxJL 2. /»«. 

and for the cases X+A (A7) becomes after some tedious analysis 

(A8a) 

(A8b) 

Z =c7rr^T 4 c^-w/ >*/ / ^ z ¿ywniw*)) 
•>/ rs* 
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Consequently, (Al) can be written as 

S - 
' (U).ur 

r- , f , r^rwAWvy,, 
CéJ) (-) 2. J-* •- s- c««^ J 

r»o 

(A9) 

in which 

Är 5 H “(J.*)! f! ' rU+H+'U) ^ 

some special values of Ar are given in Table Al 

(A10) 

Table Al. Special Values of a,^ 

1 Z 

0 / — — 

/ 1 
(ZMA 3 ) 

— 

Z 1 
_ xUn+r) 

(kJ)' 

The second, and final step, in verifying the Weston development 

consists in evaluating (A9) for special values of Jl with Al arbitrary. 

Case I : / s 0 

Setting in (A9) and in (a8h) leads immediately to 

s" (. 0- -L (*'**}¿(X) - r l ^TFp-T\ 1 (Alla) 
" ' ■*r ou)" J_ <' * £. 1 au)" Jr fro (*] ^(^*4) 
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or, trivially, 

(Allb) 

5;(,o. X í Jí - — * i 'j-.-, ¡'■‘“afjt 

Cl)*'* Since can be expanded into the Fourier cosine-series 

P s^< * - 'r 

then the second integral in (Allb) is seen to be of the form 

f"" r’*’ f (A13) 

J e4 cos<nt - J Coi it a>i *1 + i ) si» si ü °i 
-V -IT - W 

where the second integral vanishes because sin it is odd and where 

the first integral vanishes unless cAn$. Hence, since in 

(Allb), then 

T 
hit . . . 

(AU) 
(^M Irr 

which checks with (I5) and (l6) for £.*.0. 

Case II: £*> 

Setting JL*.! in (A9)j (A8a) and (AÖb) leads to 

(Al5a) 

s" (,,)- / r«-«)' ) fs“"i± 1 (x) — 
«n^n ” ¿tt Z ! (*J)* I (*->» (•-*)! ï ! ¿ /'‘r 

.ï!' 5 7 jí _¡'"‘(lã 1 ■ 

z (6y- W-V -r S’C¥K 

fj. (xí T«' K <->a<QV- -1.,( 
Lx * X ^ J Ji j > 
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or 

_(«UWv-3) 

_, o*»»)1 i re‘~±!_ r«!i Jf. 
*T (Jh (M-iU l -* 

f eut {-) 5 (-l^tw-y)! (-)^( î)1'*- Jt 

'-■V "Zi! rie0-”1 *'■ z 

,)JsfïzA]-rM'^J)r l 1* £»'. 
-r 

But, the second integral, which can be written as 

fW, Í ^r.rar ] .¿e (h7)iÍm!íz tin/»*) i ai! r(M*th)J 

-Cm- 
/7r)'4 1 

i)! i 2 pml (/»-»)• rr/íf^ü Vs' i Jr, 

vanishes - since the second and fourth terms cancel and since, by (Al3)> 

the first and third terms vanish. Similarly the fourth integral in 

(Al5b) vanishes by (A13) so that 

^ ., Ul6) 

-rr 

But, from the recursion relation for the spherical Bessel functions, 

(A17) 
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and from (8b ) the defining equation for X , (Alé) can be written as 

, (A18a ) 

- Z1T l*° 4J L 2 (s- co*^ )’'» r 4/ (j¿0Vte<ut] 

or, employing (14b) the defining equation forJ , 

(Al8b) 

which checks with (l1)) and (16) for 

A similar treatment has been carried out for ¿ and again 

(15) and (16) are checked. Consequently, although at the time of this 

report no general reduction had been found for arbitrary^, it can be 

M 
concluded that Weston's general expression for 5^^ CstJ()j (15)> is 

correct. 

(..)= -4- C^L í íe¿" aOJjí 

* In this treatment fdr /«2 , as in the treatment for /c/ , the 
"unwanted" terms either vanish by (Al3), when or exactly 
cancel each other wnen ot » £ . This same feature will undoubtedly 
hold for all values of J¿ . 
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